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Frontier is committed to 

reducing environmental 

risks and capitalizing on 

technology and innovation 

to improve the lives of 

all stakeholders. Those 

stakeholders include 

future generations, and we 

owe them a healthy and 

sustainable planet.

Frontier Communications delivers the life-changing benefits of broadband technology to midsized 
cities, small towns and rural communities throughout the country. Broadband connectivity 
improves economic development, employment, educational opportunities and health care. 
It empowers communities by making them more attractive and livable and reduces car travel 
by enabling digital learning, telework, telehealth and more. Less time in a car translates into a 
reduction of carbon emissions and conservation of resources. Broadband is good for the economy 
and good for the environment. 

Frontier spends significant private capital expanding fiber-based infrastructure throughout our 
network. Ultra-fast broadband means more businesses, hospitals, libraries, schools, residents 
and government agencies benefit from lightning quick Internet access. Thanks to the Federal 
Communications Commission’s Connect America Fund, Frontier is expanding our networks even 
deeper into unserved and underserved areas across the country. Even mountains can’t stop 
our mission: When confronted by terrain that makes terrestrial broadband prohibitive, we offer 
Frontier Broadband via satellite.

A Sustainable Company and Workforce
Every day, Frontier employees seek ways to be eco-efficient. We use resources wisely. Reducing 
our use of energy, transportation fuel, waste, water, forest products and chemicals is embedded 
in our business model and our worklife. Work-at-Home programs, for example, allow customer 
care representatives to be productive and effective while working remotely.

Maintaining the health of our workforce is also a sustainability initiative. Our wellness programs 
include rebates for annual physicals, incentives to stop smoking and dietary advice. Health, 
environmental safety and security training are critical to reducing on-the-job injuries, and “doing 
it right the first time” eliminates rework and waste. 

Contributing to a Sustainable Ecosystem
In 2013, Frontier expanded our sustainability commitment through FTR Energy Services — a 
partnership with Crius Energy — offering customers 100 percent renewable energy. Home and 
office energy use creates more pollution than the fuel used by all cars, planes and ships combined; 
greener energy helps reduce that impact and preserve our planet. We offer domestic electricity 
from wind sources, natural gas and solar power. Supporting U.S.-generated renewable energy is 
not only good for our environment and our economy but also helps support new jobs, businesses 
and energy independence.

Frontier is committed to reducing environmental risks and capitalizing on technology and 
innovation to improve the lives of all stakeholders. Those stakeholders include future generations, 
and we owe them a healthy and sustainable planet.
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